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UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER  Paper No LTC/16/13
  
LEARNING AND TEACHING COMMITTEE Agenda Item 8 
20 June 2016 
 
REPORT FROM DIGITAL LEARNING SUB-COMMITTEE (24.5.16) 

 
PRESENT 
 
Professor P Hanna (Chair), Dr N Cunningham, Ms A Honan, Mr A Jaffrey, 
Mrs Á MacNeill, Professor D McAlister, Professor J McCormack, 
Professor B Murphy, Dr M O’Neill, Mrs J Peden, Mr M Quigg, and 
Dr S Roulston. 
 

1 DIGITAL LEARNING INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
 Digital Learning Environment Update 
 
 The Sub Committee thanked those involved with the Digital Learning 

Environment procurement process, particularly the Office for Digital Learning. 
The Sub Committee recognised the extent of the work that had been 
undertaken whilst also managing the current Digital Learning Environment. 
 
Price Waterhouse Coopers (PwC) delivered a final report and requirements 
document in July 2015 which formed the basis of the Scope of Services for the 
tender process.  The requirement for an externally hosted and managed 
solution was identified as critical to the project as a result of increased 
expectation for 24/7 out of hours support and service availability.  Four suppliers 
submitted applications and three of those progressed to second stage 
selection.  These suppliers were invited to demonstrate how their proposals met 
the scope of services of the tender.  Following qualitative selection – the 
procurement office applied the commercial score, based on the financial 
submission. Blackboard was identified as the preferred and most economically 
advantageous supplier. Contracts were exchanged on the 17th May and work 
will commence when purchase orders have been raised.   
 
It was noted that the invitation to tender was open to both open source and 
proprietary providers.  Two of the four submissions were based on open-source 
technologies, however it is important to recognise that the software aspects are 
only a small part of the contract. The hosting, management and professional 
services to support the migration of content and integration with other aspects 
of Ulster’s existing infrastructure contribute to the overall cost of the contract. 
 
Post-tender clarifications have identified new Blackboard product 
developments that include an improved user interface and the imminent release 
of new student and staff mobile applications. Ulster has negotiated the ability 
to upgrade to new versions of the Blackboard suite, during the duration of the 
contract at no extra cost, if there is a demand and business need to do so. 

 
The migration to a hosted solution is scheduled for 31st July 2016, with a fall-
back to August if necessary. It is anticipated that downtime would be between 
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2-3 days.  It was noted that the project team are aware of the impact that any 
downtime has on teaching and learning activity and will, in partnership with 
academic colleagues, negotiate and select dates that cause the minimum 
amount of disruption to teaching and learning activity. 

 
 Initial communications are to be sent out 6-8 weeks prior to the migration 

process in the form of an all staff email, messages on Blackboard/ADDL 
website and a series of articles on Insight.  Members expressed the need to 
focus communications on the academic and student experience benefits. A 
number of articles are already in development for Insight that will focus on these 
benefits.    

 
 Synchronous Teaching Tool 
 
 Since Blackboard Collaborate was installed and integrated with Blackboard 

Learn in January 2016, the software has been used for a number of pilot 
projects. A notable success has been the use of the technology in the delivery 
of the MSc Library & Information Management; the course director, Dr Jessica 
Bates, and colleagues have used the technology to deliver flexible remote 
teaching which has traditionally been delivered through video conference in 
fixed locations.  

 
 The International Office has been using Collaborate to enhance their business 

relationships with remote partners. 
 
 The Sub Committee noted that the eTutor course would include the use of 

Collaborate. It was noted that unregistered users can access Collaborate, as 
guests, which will allow the software to be used for induction processes and 
external examiner workflows.  

 
 The Students’ Union are encouraged to further explore the technology for 

training, virtual meetings and remote voting. 
 
 The Sub Committee noted that the new version of Collaborate, Collaborate 

Ultra, will be available to trial over the summer at which point academic teams 
can choose which version that they wish to use.  A Briefing document will be 
provided to Learning and Teaching Coordinators and School Boards, to be 
disseminated to relevant staff.  Insight articles, all staff emails and digital 
communication channels will also be used to further raise awareness of the 
opportunities that the technology provides. 

 
 Digital Learning Statistics Highlight Report 
 
 The Sub Committee noted that the number of assignment submissions to date 

was encouraging with 38,000 submitted through the Blackboard assignment 
tool and 56,000 through Turnitin. 

 
The decrease in number of page views is related to user interface changes 
between 2014/15 and 2015/16 and, in particular, the removal of frames from 
the software. The average time spent online in Blackboard is 7 minutes 23 
seconds and members asked if it was possible to further investigate what users 
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were doing for that time.  In depth analysis of the user journey is technically 
feasible but is not possible based on resource available within the Office for 
Digital Learning. It was noted that this analysis would be a useful case study 
for a final year project, or placement student. 
  
There have been over 400 individual training sessions delivered to date, in 
academic year 2015/16. The popularity of Designing Flipped Learning was a 
positive development, as it reflected the enthusiasm for preparing for change.  
Staff within the library have participated in a large number of sessions largely 
due to the opportunities of Blackboard Collaborate to enhance their service 
delivery. 
 
The Sub Committee noted that module presence in Blackboard is very healthy 
and those schools who have lower engagement are those which typically use 
alternative systems. The data continues to show that some programmes do not 
have a Programme Support Area (PSA) however deeper analysis shows that 
these are typically combined programmes. 
 
AGREED: that modules that do not have a Blackboard presence would be 
  identified and a report circulated to Heads of School.  

 
2 DIGITAL LEARNING STRATEGY 
 
 Digital Futures Timeline 
 

The Sub Committee noted that the Infrastructure stage of 2015/16 was now in 
place and that the Academic Development Prospectus has been launched.  The 
focus for 2016/17 will be innovation with themes including the use of mobile 
technologies in the classroom, multimedia co-creation and paperless 
dissertations.  There is also an ambition to commence a learning analytics 
project during the academic year. 

 
 Innovation Pilots 
 

The Sub Committee endorsed the high-level themes for faculty sponsored 
innovation pilots which are the use of mobile technologies in the classroom, 
multimedia co-creation and paperless dissertations. 
 
AGREED:  that there would be a call for expressions of interest to be involved 

in innovation pilots, with the expectation that each Faculty would 
be involved with a pilot project. It is likely that Associate Deans, 
when appointed, would oversee the pilots within their Faculty. 

 
3 DIGITAL LEARNING POLICY 
 
 Draft Guidelines for the Use of Turnitin at Ulster University 
 

The Sub Committee noted that this was a guidance document rather than 
policy.  The Turnitin guidelines should be used to help improve students 
understanding of academic writing with the aim of reducing instances of 
plagiarism and improving student understanding of academic integrity.  
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AGREED:  
i) that academics should be introduced to the guidelines at academic 

induction and new students at student induction. ODL to contact staff 
development and embed the guidelines in online induction packages. 

ii) that the guidelines be presented to Learning and Teaching Committee 
for comment (see Appendix 1) 

iii) that following review at Learning and Teaching Committee, DLSC 
members will be emailed and asked to circulate, within their schools. The 
guidelines will also be sent to Deans. 

 
 Draft Electronic Management of Assessment Policy (see Appendix 2) 
 
 The Sub Committee noted that an Electronic Management of Assessment 
 Policy was welcomed by the student body.  Whilst the expectation of 100% 
 online submission is the target for the policy, it was recognised that 100% online 
 submission was impractical for some subjects. Academic teams would have the 
 option to opt out of the policy if a valid case was presented. 

 
Many Schools are already accepting all submissions online, and many are also 
marking and providing feedback online. It is recognised that online marking is 
a challenging process for many academic teams and positive examples of 
practice would encourage greater adoption. Case studies that focus on the 
benefits of faster, better quality feedback and examples that demonstrate time 
saving would be most helpful. It was noted that not all academic staff had the 
appropriate hardware/software to easily achieve 100% electronic submission 
and feedback. 

 
AGREED:   
i) that an estimate of the total number of assignments is generated to allow 

a benchmark percentage of online submissions to overall assignments 
to be created. Data stored in the CMS may help with this estimate and 
should be explored.  

ii) that it be recommended to Learning and Teaching Committee that 
semester 2 of academic year 2016/17 be the target for online submission 
of all assignments: 2017/18 100% marks available online and 2018/19 
100% feedback available online.   

iii) that it be recommended to Learning and Teaching Committee that 
external examiners should be informed, at the time of appointment, that 
electronic submissions were the preferred method for online submission 
and marking. External examiners should be asked to review 
submissions digitally through the VLE.   

 
 Learning Analytics 
 

The Sub Committee noted that a Learning Analytics licence was negotiated as 
part of the DLE procurement process but would require additional resources to 
fully realise the benefits.  Learning Analytics provides Ulster with the opportunity 
to use data about students, and their activities, to help understand and improve 
educational processes, and provide better support to learners. 
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It was noted that no new data would be collected about students, but instead 
existing datasets would be interpreted and analysed in new ways.  
 
AGREED: 
i) that the statement describing the motivation for the project be sent to the 

University Secretary with the aim of exploring the ethical and legal 
consequences of embarking on an analytics project.   

ii) that following review of the statement, it should be presented for 
discussion at the Learning and Teaching for recommendation of being 
communicated to students at online enrolment. 

iii) that a business case, for Learning Analytics, be developed and 
submitted to the IT Prioritisation Committee for review.  

iv) that if the project is prioritised by the IT Prioritisation Committee, a 
Project Management Board would be formed by the Director of ADDL 
and would report to the Sub Committee.  

 
4 REPORTS FROM DIGITAL LEARNING WORKING GROUPS  
 
  VLE Futures Working Group (VLEFWG) 
 

The Sub Committee noted that there was significant risk to the Digital Learning 
Environment business continuity prior to the migration to a hosted and 
managed solution.  The risk was enhanced due to single points of failure in both 
ADDL and ISD, but the likelihood of high impact was reduced due to the natural 
drop in usage rates of the VLE during June and July. Efforts are being made to 
seek external support for aspects of ISD’s work to support core business 
systems, as an interim solution.   

 
10 June 2016 
PH/sajc 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF TURNITIN AT ULSTER 
UNIVERSITY 
 
Turnitin is originality checking software and has been used to detect potential 
instances of plagiarism and incorrect referencing at Ulster since the early 2000s. Ulster 
has an institutional licence for the software, with single sign on from within Blackboard 
Learn. 
 
The University’s primary focus for using the software is to support Ulster’s Plagiarism 
policy1 which states that: “It is expected that all students are educated in correct 
academic practice, including writing and referencing, early in their careers at the 
University and know what is expected of them and understand the meaning of 
plagiarism and its consequences”. 
 
To support this aim - Turnitin is available to all staff and students, through Blackboard 
Learn integration, and should be used to: 

 Help improve students understanding of academic writing with the aim of reducing 
instances of plagiarism.  

 Improve student understanding of academic integrity.  

 Support discussions about the academic integrity of a submission. 

 Aid the detection of plagiarism where an individual student is suspected of 
plagiarism. 

 
A secondary use of Turnitin, which has and continues to become increasingly popular, 
is for the Electronic Management of Assessment. Turnitin’s Grademark functionality 
supports online annotation, online marking, reusable comments, audio feedback and 
digital feedback.  
 
This policy sets out how we use the service at Ulster and includes recommendations 
to support academic staff and students who use the service. 
 
1. At Ulster University Turnitin is primarily used to encourage students to improve 

their academic practice. 
  

2. Turnitin is integrated with Blackboard Learn and is available in all modules. Turnitin 
should be accessed through Blackboard Learn for single sign-on and ease of use. 
 

3. It is acknowledged that there are specialised, subject specific, assignment types 
which Turnitin cannot check for originality; for example, specialist binary file types, 
graphics, animations, video and non-digital artefacts. We will therefore apply 
judgement to decide if Turnitin is appropriate for individual assessments. 
 

4. We will be open and transparent when checking students’ work. If an originality 
report is to be generated and reviewed by the academic team, we will clearly 
indicate this in the Turnitin submission area/module documentation.  
 

                                            
1 http://www.ulster.ac.uk/academicservices/student/plagiarism.pdf 
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5. There may be occasions when it is necessary to generate a Turnitin originality 
report to assist in the identification of plagiarised work as part of a formal 
disciplinary process. In these circumstances, academic staff are permitted to 
submit papers on behalf of the students. 
 

6. Turnitin is not a substitute for academic judgement on student submissions. Text 
matching indicated by Turnitin should be used as an indicator and a particular 
percentage value does not prove instances of plagiarism. The text matches 
identified in an Originality Report must be reviewed, and judgement applied, to 
determine: 
a. Sources that can be excluded. 
b. Common terminology in the discipline. 
c. Proper referencing and citation in accordance with University requirements. 
d. The nature of the submission. 

 
7. We will make Turnitin available to students, prior to final submission, permitting 

multiple submissions to check their assignments throughout their course of study. 
A separate Turnitin submission box should be available for this purpose (not 
submitted to the UK repository). 
 

8. Turnitin matches against its database material, this is not guaranteed to identify all 
instances of potentially plagiarised text. 
 

9.  All students should be advised that their work may be made available to third 
parties (such as Turnitin) for business workflows such as external examinations, 
quality assurance and originality checking. 
 

10.  Academic staff should bulk download and back up submissions locally and once 
marked bulk download and back up any annotated submissions. 
 

11. There may be occasions, beyond Ulster’s control, when Turnitin may be 
unavailable due to technical reasons. Downtime is rare and normally short in 
duration. As marking is often a time critical process, we do advise making local 
backups of your assignments for business continuity purposes. 
 

12. If Turnitin is unavailable during submission deadlines, we will permit assignment 
extensions until the service is restored. Turnitin settings should be amended to 
facilitate later submission or a separate submission box can be set up to accept 
late submissions. 
 

13. We will endeavour to communicate downtime through available channels – all 
student emails, Blackboard announcements and Twitter. Academic staff are 
encouraged to use module specific communication channels to notify students of 
the downtime. 
 

14. If Turnitin is unavailable and you need an alternative submission method there are 
other options available: 
a. Blackboard Assignment tool. 
b. Paper submission. 
c. Email submission. 
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15. If Turnitin is unavailable and you need to mark assignments offline, you have three 
options:  
a. Use the iPad app – the Turnitin iPad app stores copies of assignments locally 

and allows you to mark offline. Marks and feedback will be transferred to 
Turnitin when the system is restored. You should sync assignments to the app 
as soon as the submission deadline has passed. 

b. If you have prepared in advance and downloaded all submissions locally you 
can  

i. mark assignments offline and record marks locally for transfer to Turnitin 
when service is restored. This process is manual and will be labour 
intensive. 

ii. Use offline annotation tools such as Adobe Reader – again this process 
is manual and will be labour intensive. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
DRAFT ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT OF ASSESSMENT POLICY 
 
Introduction 
 
The Digital Futures strategy (2015-2018) describes a vision for 100% online 
management of assessment and feedback, where practical. The Strategy identifies 
the need for an Online Assessment and Feedback Policy to support this ambition.  
 
The Digital Learning Sub Committee has recommended a staged approach to the 
implementation of an Electronic Management of Assessment Policy which is 
articulated in this policy. 
 
It is recognised that there will be real, and perceived, challenges with realising the 
ambition of the Digital Futures strategy. Work undertaken by the VLE Futures Working 
Group, eLearning Course Directors’ Forum and Digital Learning Sub Committee has 
identified the following challenges:  

 Limitations with supported technologies (e.g. second marking, anonymous 
marking, group assignments and moderation workflows). 

 Reliability of supported technologies (e.g. Turnitin service disruption). 

 Staff Resistance (e.g. fear of change, anecdotal evidence of poor quality 
experience with some technology, lack of trust in supported technologies, 
perception that online marking is time-consuming and difficult). 

 Health and Safety issues (e.g. eye strain, repetitive strain injury). 
 

The strategy must therefore be underpinned by suitable support and guidance to help 
academic teams make the transition to fully online management of assessment. 
Following acceptance of the policy, supporting guidance will be made available 
through the Academic Development section of the Office for Digital Learning website.  
The Office for Digital Learning will also provide training to support the implementation 
of the policy. 
 
Context 
 
Available data within Blackboard shows that online assessment and feedback is well 
used at Ulster with approximately 100,000 electronic submissions per academic year, 
however practice is not standardised across Programmes, Schools and Faculties. The 
electronic management of assessment streamlines the assessment cycle for students, 
academic staff and administrators in terms of efficiency and allows for rich feedback 
and direct engagement with the students. Providing timely, clear, legible and 
meaningful feedback to students in a consistent manner is key to supporting and 
helping students feed forward as they progress through their studies. 
 
Scope 
 
This policy covers the three core elements of Electronic Management of Assessment. 
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1. Online Submission: the process whereby a student submits work online for 
storage and retrieval for marking, feedback and review. This can include originality 
checking. 

2. Online Return of Marks: the process whereby academic and teaching staff 
provide online marks to students.  

3. Online Return of Marks and Feedback: the process whereby students access 
and view their marks and feedback online. 

 

This policy should be read in conjunction with The Ulster Assessment Handbook 
(http://www.ulster.ac.uk/academicoffice/download/Handbooks/Assessment%20Hand
book.pdf) and principles for Assessment and Feedback for Learning 
(http://ee.ulster.ac.uk/assessment_and_feedback/). 
 
Aims 
 

 To standardise online assessment and feedback processes and practices at Ulster. 

 To provide students with the means to submit their assessments online. 

 To provide students with online marks and feedback. 

 To provide staff with the means to mark online, digitally annotate assessments and 
provide digital feedback. 

 To provide structured processes for managing assignment workflows such as 
External Examiner access. 

 To provide a foundation for improving other business workflows such as the 
uploading of assessment marks to Banner. 

 
Online Submission 
 
1. To ensure a consistent experience for students, online submission will be the 

expected norm from academic year 2016/17 Semester 2. 
 

2. There are practical reasons why online submission may not be suitable and 
exceptions will be permitted, for example, submission of creative coursework, 
drawings, performances, some types of portfolios, group work, presentations and 
practicals, large documentation (larger than 20MB) etc. In these cases, alternative 
arrangements can be made for submission. In these instances, academic teams 
should use the Grade Centre within Blackboard to return student marks and any 
feedback. 
 

3. Academic staff should set up assignment submission points within their modules 
in Blackboard Learn. These should be contained within a clearly defined content 
area within the Blackboard Module area that is consistently named. Ulster’s 
Blackboard template uses the term ‘Assessment’ and it is recommended that the 
naming convention is used. 
 

4. Clear instructions should be made available alongside the submission box, 
providing information about the assignment expectations and how to contact the 
academic team with any queries. 
 

5. There are three supported technologies that can be used for online assignment 
submission, all integrated within Blackboard Learn. 

http://www.ulster.ac.uk/academicoffice/download/Handbooks/Assessment%20Handbook.pdf
http://www.ulster.ac.uk/academicoffice/download/Handbooks/Assessment%20Handbook.pdf
http://ee.ulster.ac.uk/assessment_and_feedback/
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 Turnitin. 

 Blackboard Assignment. 

 Share Stream Media assignment (video submissions). 
 

6. Each tool has unique characteristics and support different assessment types, for 
example; group work, anonymous marking, peer assessment. If your assessment 
design requires specific functionality, the Office for Digital Learning can provide 
guidance to help select the most appropriate technology. 
 

7. For extenuating circumstances, we recommend using a separate submission box. 

Online Return of Marks 

8. To ensure a consistent experience for students, all marks should be made 
available to students through Blackboard Learn in academic year 2017/18. 
 

9. Marks should be returned to all students on the same date, and the relevant Grade 
Centre column should be hidden until all marks are populated. 
 

Online Return of Marks and Feedback 
 
10. To ensure a consistent experience for students, marks and feedback should be 

made available online from academic year 2018/19. 
 

11. There are three supported technologies which can be used for providing feedback 
digitally: 

 Turnitin Grade Mark/Turnitin App. 

 Blackboard Assignment inline viewer/Grader App. 

 Blackboard Grade Centre (by uploading Word/PDF documents). 

 


